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Save Money

Easy-to-use scheduling and communication tool that 
connects to the top-rated nurse app in the nation.

Increase Staff Satisfaction Improve OutcomesSave Time
Manage the department schedule, 
fill critical open shifts, and process 

frequent swap requests in a 
fraction of the time.

80% of NurseGrid Manager 
customers are filling more open 
shifts and avoiding unnecessary 

overtime costs.

Empower your staff with the top 
rated nursing app to give them 

more flexibility and control while 
you maintain oversight.

Deliver excellent patient care and 
ensure high patient satisfaction 
with smarter staffing and more 

engaged staff.

Ensuring proper staffing levels while managing overtime costs doesn’t have to be a 
headache. Access real-time data on staff availability and scheduled hours to make 

smart staffing decisions. Quickly fill Open Shifts, summon On Call staff members, and 
share resources between departments with NurseGrid’s Staffing Pool capabilities.

Streamlined Staffing
Real-time data for on-the-go decisions

#1 500k
Nurse App Nurses Nationwide
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Team Communication

Schedule Management

Reaching the right nurses quickly can be difficult, leaving managers frustrated 
and nurses disengaged. NurseGrid Manager gives you a centralized platform to 
communicate with the right nurses in real time. You can also store staff contact, 

employment, and credential information all in one place.

With most scheduling solutions, it’s difficult to handle inevitable changes 
after the schedule is created. NurseGrid Manager lets you easily upload 
your department’s schedule as a CSV or Excel file, disseminate it to staff, 

and and make changes that automatically upload to your staffs’ calendars.

Find the right nurses at the right time

Make and upload changes automatically



Managing complex, inflexible schedules can contribute to nurse 
dissatisfaction and burnout. With NurseGrid Manager, nurses can initiate 

Swaps and Giveaways based on their own needs and colleagues’ 
availability; managers approve or deny requests, maintaining oversight.

Request a demo to see more at  
http://nursegrid.com/schedule-a-demo/

Or drop us a line at (866) 635-8151 or hello@nursegrid.com

Company Overview

We’d love to talk.

Based in Portland, OR 500K+ total users of 
NurseGrid Mobile 

Founded by nurse 
entrepreneurs 15M+ shifts entered 

6,500 nursing 
departments with  

10+ users

hello@nursegrid.com 
(866) 635-8151

Flexible Schedule Changes
Better schedule control = happier nurses


